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Dated:-8/4/22

No:- AIBSNLEA Raj. Circle/Transfer rule-9/21-24/
To,
The Chief General Manager,
BSNL ,Rajasthan
Sardar Patel Marg, Jaipur

Subject-Regarding repatriation of JAOs from Maharasthra circle who were transferred to
Rajasthan circle under Rule-9.
Ref:-1. BSNLCO-Pers/14/11/2021-PERS.Legal

Dated:- 4.4.2022

Respected Sir,
We would like to draw your kind' attention to the BSNL corporate office's letter mentioned
under reference. The JAOs who were transferred under rule -9 from Maharasthra circle to
Rajasthan circle they will be repatriate to the parent circle. Borrowing circles have been
instructed to relieve them by 18.4.2022, failing which they shall be relived from ERP directly.
In this context it is submitted that 15 JAOs are working in Rajasthan circle under rule-9 as
per order .All rule-9 request transferred were considered by competent authority on genuine
grounds like illness of family members, spouse grounds and other personal obligation, which
continue to be the same till now.
Executives ground to retain in Rajasthan circle are given below:S.No.

Name of executive

Working Station

Reason to retain in Rajasthan circle

I

Kana Ram Sharma

PGMTD, Jaipur

Wife is pregnant with serious
complications and father has medical
issues

2

Inderdeep Singh

PQMTD, Jaipur

Mother has medical issues.

3

Priya Chalawariya

PGMTD, Jaipur

Newly married
couple, whose
husband is post out of Rajasthan in
CBI. She is taking care of
grandmother in law who has medical
issues.
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Sir, We all were facing very tough time when salaries was delayed and revenue collection was
dip month by month. At that time these account & finance executives were also working day &
night in borrowing circle to increase revenue by collection of dues from defaulter, billing,
taxation & audit related works etc., which results are showing in last few months revenue
collection.
So, repatriation of these executives, just because of administrative reason by neglecting
individual hardship, is not in welfare of employees and causing resentment and dissatisfaction
among all the said executives. The assigned work of these officers in Rajasthan Circle will also
get hampered if they are repatriated to the parent circle.
Needless to mention that the employees also have personal responsibilities like marriage,
society loans, home loans and other family social obligations. Due to the referred letter of
BSNLCO, these executives are feeling distressed and depressed. Sir, it is requested to kindly
take up the matter with BSNL Management to settle all such rule-9 cases by permanently
transferring them to the borrowing circle.
This issue needs your kind favour to retain the executives in Rajasthan Circle.

With kind regards,
You~r's Sincere!:
(Ab
Circ ec etary
Rajasthan Circle, Jaipur
Enclosed:1. Sh.Kana Ram Sharma,Sh. Inderdeep Singh & Smt.Priya Chalawariya representation
Copy to:1. General Secretary,AIBSNLEA,New Delhi

